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Abstract

To build an autonomous vehicle capable of road following, it is necessary to compute the position
and the orientation of the vehicle relative to the road* One way of doing so is to acquire images
from a camera on the vehicle and extract some road features from these images. Knowing the
geometric transformation between the camera and the ground plane, it is easy to compute the
position and the orientation of the vehicle relative to these road features. In our case, we are
building a system to track "structured roads", roads that have lane markings, shoulders, and other
structure. For these roads, the easiest visual features to track are white lines and the yellow lines.
To deal with a variety of roads, light and weather conditions, we need to build robust extractors of
these features. In the case of the white stripe, we use our knowledge about its shape to extract it.
We create a mask with a shape similar to the current white stripe and convolve a search area in the
image with it. The maximum correlation gives us the location of the stripe. To reduce the
signal/noise ratio, and to be robust in the cases of light and weather variations, we use a large
mask. By taking into account the current running total during the convolution phases, we reduce
the computational time drastically and so get a fast operator to track the white stripe. In the case of
the yellow stripes, the color is a strong caracteristic of this kind of stripe, and the hue is only
slightly affected by lighting and weather variations (we can get in the image a dark or a light
yellow, but it is always a yellow color). We build the yellow stripe tracker based on the hue
information.
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I Introduction

The problem of autonomous vehicles has been studied more and more during the few last years.
Some research deals with cross-country vehicles [3,9], other research deals with the problem of
non-structured road following[8,l 1,12,13,14], or with the problem of structured road following
[2,5,6,7,10,11]. In the latter case, the systems are generally developed for specific road
conditions. However, to build a realistic autonomous vehicle the system needs to deal with various
roads, light and weather conditions.

In our case, we want to drive a vehicle (The Navlab) automatically on real structured roads. The
localization of the road features relative to the vehicle can be used to detexmine the position and the
orientation of the vehicle. This will allow us to drive it without human intervention.

Numerous road features such as the following, exist: white stripes, yellow stripes, shoulders and
guard rails. In this article we are interested in the extraction of the white and the yellow stripes. The
extraction of these two kinds of lines will be done in two different ways, as we will see. In each
case the methods are strongly related to knowledge about the feature.

To extract these two kinds of lines, we need to create an operator which is both fast as well as
reliable in a variety of conditions.

-Fast
Speed is not really our goal, but it will give us certain advantages. We can test the behavior of the
vehicle controller in conditions that push it to the limit, we are able to do more experiments, and
faster means less change in the image, which makes the problem easier.

- Reliable in various conditions
Almost all existing systems deal with sunny, clean and well shaped roads. However, in reality
these conditions almost never exist. The roads are dirty, the lines are almost erased, shadows cover
most of the road. To allow us to experiment with a large variety of roads, the tracker has to be able
to deal with such cases.

These trackers have been implemented, and tested on many images. We have used them to actually
drive the Navlab on city streets at speeds up to 15 km/h.

The remainder of this paper is organized in three sections. In section 2, we will present the white
stripe tracker. Then in section 3, we will discuss the yellow stripe tracker. For each tracker, we
will discuss die effect of the light and the weather variations on the image information, describe the
tracker and the tests, and discuss the results. Concluding remarks are the subject of section 4.



II White stripe tracker

1 Specific information useful for the extraction process

Although the road belongs to a real environment, the road by itself exists in a very constrained
environment that has strong geometric shapes. The knowledge of the color and the geometric
characteristics of the stripe are important. The more information we have, the better the
inteipretation of the scene will be. In the case of the white lines, while neither the color alone nor
the shape alone are unique, the combination of color and shape provide very reliable feature
extraction.

1.1 Color

The color of the stripe, white, is an extreme value both for intensity spectra in general and for road
scenes in particular. In a classical vision system we sample the intensity between 0 to 255 (255 ==
white); white is the limit of this spectrum. On the road and in its close neighbourhood the white
stripe is the only feature which has this color. The road itself is generally grey, while the border
has grass which is either green or brown, or plain brown mud, depending on the season. The
guard rails are silver or yellow.

L2 Shape

The white stripes on the road are also geometrically constrained. The direction of the line is the
same as the road and the line has a constant thickness in the scene. However, by perspective
projection, the two parallel white stripes in a real scene become two converging lines and their
thickness is no longer constant. Having calibrated the transformation between the road and the
image, we can predict the angle and the thickness of the projected stripe at any particular row in the
image. We explicitly know the shape of the stripe and can use this information to extract it

2 Problems that distort the information

Image information is distorted by a variety of noise-producing factors. These factors will distort
the color and the geometric characteristics, and so can make the extraction of the feature harder and
less reliable. The major sources of noise are listed below.

2.1 Conditions affecting infbnnation accuracy

The white stripe in the image has two characteristics* its white color and its geometrical shape,
wMcfa can be affected by various conditions. These coalitions are: shadows, illumination changes
(for instance: clouds going in front of the sun), atmospheric conditions (rain, snow ...), spots on
the road (oil, dirt, mud, leaves), bad or weathered line painting. There arc two kinds of shadows:
homogenous and sparse shadows. The former is easy to deal with, especially with an auto iris
camera* The latter is more difficult to deal with because such shadowing creates many regions in
the images, some of which have the same color as the stripes.

2.2 Bad precision

c knowledge of the angle and the thickness of the Hue is introduced by errors in calibration
tad in vehicle motion. Errors in vehicle motion arc due to uncertainties in the measurement devices
(such as an odometer or an inertial navigation system)*



3 White stripe tracker description

3.1 Definition of the tracker

Our operator has to take into account the available information described in section IL1, but also
has to be efficient in spite of the problems introduced above. A good way to cover both aspects, is
to create a template having a shape identical to the feature we want to extract This template is then
convolved with a window of the image, and the location with the highest correlation is the detected
feature. In addition, instead of using red, green and blue bands, we use just the blue band.
Experience has shown that this band gives us the best contrast between the line and the other
features on the road.

The problems described in section IL2 decrease the signal/noise ratio during the correlation. To
raise the signal/noise ratio, the operator has to cover a large range of rows.

Because the correlation is expensive to compute, especially with such a big operator, we lower its
cost by computing it only for a few windows located along the predicted position of the line (This
introduces another potential convenience, speeding up the algorithm by implementing each
window's line extraction computation in parallel). To further lower computation costs, the template
is composed of only two values: +1 for pixels that should match the stripe, -1 for other pixels.
This way we avoid all intermediate products. To avoid weighting the computation, we need to have
the same amount of +lfs and -lfs in the operator. This suggests a symmetric operator on both
sides of the positive band, and implies a particular shape (parallelogram) for this operator.
Templates with diagonal stripes are somewhat inconvenient to handle. Instead, we shift our image
windows when we fetch them, so that the predicted stripe direction is always vertical. This allows
us to use a single template for all road angles. Details are given below.

3.2 Implementation of the white stripe extraction

3.2,1 Global scheme

Three items enable us to predict a small area in the image in which we can find the white stripe.
They are: The calibration, the knowledge of the previous position of the vehicle, and the
knowledge of the motion of the vehicle between two successive images plus an assumption of
continuity. We are also able to roughly predict the thickness of the white stripe for each line in the
image.

To extract the white stripe from the image, we place windows along its predicted position. The
parallelogram shape of the window comes from the predicted angle of the white stripe. We fetch
each row of the predicted parallelogram, and write it into a rectangular buffer. This straightforward
transformation gives, if the prediction of the angle is accurate, a vertical portion of the white stripe.
To enhance the white stripe in the buffer, we only have to convolve it with an operator of the same
shape, that is convolve the white stripe with a vertical band of *'+!" of the predicted thickness of
the stripe in the window. Thresholding in conjunction with region extraction [for instance the
blob-color algorithm, ref. 1] will give us what we are looking for.

The scheme below summarizes the method (fig. 1):



Image of the road in the blue band

The window is
pot into a buffer
by shifting its rows 1 r

White stripe

Window
(9 is the predicted angle
of the white stripe)

Size_c

The buffer is
convolved with
the operator

Magnification

Frame of size (size_r/2, size_c/2)
around the result

Result:
©intermediate values around 127
# values around 0
O values around 255

Figure 1: White stripe extraction scheme



3.2.2 Fast convolution computation

We can reduce the required computations by maintaining an array of column sums, and by
maintaining running totals as we move across a row.

Calculate column sums:
Let the buffer have n rows and m columns.
Let band_size be the width of the positive operator band (band_size is always an even number).
Let the operator have size_r rows and size_c columns (size_c = 2*band_size).
n > size_j and m > size_c.
Let B(r, c) be the pixel at the position (r,c) in the buffer.

For each buffer column, sum the first sizejr rows (fig, 2).
Let S(c) be such a sum for the column c.

size r -1
S(c)= ,forcfromOtom-l.

Startjrow

start^row + sizc_r -1

0

i i

m-

i

I ' I ^ I i i i i I'T'i i i i i r f h
S(0)

figure 2: Column sums computation

Initialize the running totals:
The negative part of the mask will start by occupying the first size_c/4 columns, the positive part
the next size_c/2 columns, and more negatives in the next size_c/4 columns (fig. 3), Calculate the
positive and negative sums. Their difference is the correlation value for the first position.

* i i

Size__c

i i i i i i i i
- - - • + + • - - -

I
Negative sum

figure 3: Computation of the first congelation



The first correlation value is:

Positive_sum - Negative_sum, where

3/4*size_c -1

Positive_sum =
i ss l/4*size_c

and

l/4*size_c -1 size c - 1

Negative_sum = £ SG) + X S(k)
j=0 k = 3/4*size_c

Step along rows:
By taking into account the previous computation of the correlation, the new one is done in few
operations. The next new positive part of the correlation will be the same as the previous one,
except that it will gain one more pixel value on the right and lose one on the left. Update the
positive part with one add and one subtract (fig. 4).

I Mochange
Subtract Add

i\
figure 4: Computation of the new positive sum

Update the negative part with two adds and two subtracts (fig. 5).
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Let c+1 be the new current column.
New Correlation = previous Correlation + 2*S(c + 3/4*size_c) - 2*S(c + l/4*size_c) + S(c) - S(c
+ size_c).

Move down a row:
We update the column sums for the next row down, by subtracting the old top pixel and adding the
new bottom pixel. This method lets us use masks of arbitrary size, with a marginal cost of 4 adds
and 4 subtracts per mask position,

new S(c) = previous S(c) + B(size_r + r - 1, c) - B(r - 1, c),

3.23 Cost

From the line 0 to the line (n - size_r) we need to compute all the S(c), The first line costs m*size_r
sums. Each of the (n - size_jr) other lines will cost 2*m sums.

For each of the (n - sizejr + 1) lines, the first convolution costs one(size_c + 1) sum, and 6 sums
for each of the (m - size_c) other columns.

Then the total cost is:
m*size_r + 2*m*(n - sizejr) + (n - size_r + l)*[(size_c + 1) + 6*(m - size_c)].
Instead of (m - size_c + l)*(n - sizejr + l)*size_r*size_c by a traditional way.

For instance the convolution of a (100,100) buffer by a (50, 20) operator would cost only 40551
sums, instead of the 4131000 sums necessary if done in the traditional way.

3.3 Computational time

The experiment was done over 10 images, with 6 windows per image. For a 100 by 100 window,
the average of the computational time of the stripe extraction is 0.11 second on sun 4/260 and 0*24
second on sun 3/260.

4 Tests

The goal of this experiment is to show the efficiency of the stripe extraction even if there is an error
in angle* the variation of the bandjsize in thickness and its behavior on shadows.

We acquire two road images, one of them shaded. IE both images, we take 3 windows along the
right white stripe. The real thickness of the white stripe in the top window is roughly 8 pixels,
about 10 pixels in the middle window and roughly 16 pixels in the bottom. For each image we
apply the operator with a band_size of 6» 10,15 and 20 pixels. Each operator is used with both the
correct angle and 10 degrees of error.

The results are shown in the following tables:



Right angle

Stripe thickness

8

i n

16

Mask thickness

6

10
15

20

6

10
15

20

6

10
15

20

Correlation values

Image without shadow

37.0

35.9
25.0

16.7

28.6

44.7
34.8

26.7

27.6

46.2
54.6

4Z7

Image with shadow

37.2

31.3
32.3

27.8

31.5

46.1
36.1

27.0

26.3

43.0
60.6

50.9

10 degrees of Error

Stripe thickness

©

i n
tu

16

Mask thickness

6
10

15
20

6
10

15
20

6

10

15
20

Correlation values
Image without shadow

15.9
24.4

23.4
16.9

16.8
26.4

3X0
26.3

17.7

31.0

442
4O5

Image with shadow

16.6
24.7

28,6
25,6

17J0
28.9

3X9
273

16*6

313
47.9
46.8

The correlation value is a ratio between the maximum value obtained during the correlation and the
number of values in die positive band of the operator (which is: size_r*band_size). The bold-faced
values designate the maximum correlation result obtained over all thickness experiments for a particular
window.

5 Consequences of these tests

From these tests we can deduce:
- The Jesuit is highly dependent on the variation of the angle, but we can still detect the white stripe
with an error of 10 degrees,
- The thin stripes are mone sensitive to the error in angle than the thicker stripes.
- We were succesful in detecting a white stripe in both shaded and non shaded road.
- By making the band^sizc a little bit wider than the real size, we get better results if the angle is
bad and still get good results if the angle is COITCCL
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6 Results on real roads

Picture of the road without shadow. The results in the 3 windows are displayed. The white regions in
the windows correspcmd to the extracted stripe.

Picture of the road with shadow. The results in the 3 windows are displayed. The white regions in the
windows correspond to the extracted stripe.



I l l Yellow stripes tracker

1 Specific information useful for the extraction process

1.1 Color

The color of the stripe is yellow; this is an important characteristic distinguishing it from other
objects in the scene.

1.2 Shape

The white stripe's geometrical constraints also apply to the yellow stripes. The yellow stripes also
have other constraints: the stripes are generally composed of two distinct, close, and parallel lines.
This supplementary constraint is useful for identifying a yellow stripe-

2 Problems that distort the information

The same problems that affect the extraction of the white stripe also affect the yellow stripe, in
addition to some problems inherent in the specific method used to extract such kinds of features.
We base the extraction of the yellow stripe (see section IEL3) on the color characteristic. The hue,
being an approximation of the wavelength of the perceived color, is appropriate to perform the
extraction. Hue is well characterized by the HLS color model (fig. 6). The hue, in this model, is
the angle about the vertical axis from a reference hue axis (red = 0°).

Lightness (L)
(or gray axis)

Cyan = 180'

Blue = 240°

Magenta = 300°

(Black)

Figure 6: The HLS color model

Saturation
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Directly from the figure, we can see that it is impossible to define this angle for the values along the
gray scale (Saturation = 0). That means, when the red, green and blue value are equal, we have a
singularity in the color model. Also, due to mathematical precision and noise in the image, hue is
not well defined near the gray axis.

Because grass, mud and guard rails are often yellow, the color yellow does not identify the stripes
as well as the color white.

3 Yellow stripe tracker description

3 . 1 Definition of the tracker

Due to limitations in computation time, the extraction of these stripes is based solely on color
characteristics. However, in the future, we may have to take into account the shape of the yellow
stripes in order to distinguish them from other yellow objects, such as yellow grass. Currently, we
relie on predicted tracker position to isolate the stripe from other yellow objects.

Due to the problems introduced in Section 111.2, the hue for the pixels along the yellow stripes is
sometimes not exactly 60°. That means, to perform the extraction, we need to take into account the
possible variations in hue. The histogram of the distribution of the hue value along the yellow
stripes gives us the extent of the variation (fig. 7,8).

Number of
value

1 I I I T

0 50

I I I | I I I I | I I I I | • I I I | I I I I | I I

100 150 2O0 250 300 3S0

Figure 7: Histogram of the hue value for yellow lines without shadows in a sequence of
images (camera sony mode! DXC-300O. Lens Fujinon-TVJZ). The values we
symmetrically distributed around 60° with a variation of 7Xf on cither side.
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yellow

Figure 8: Histogram of the hue value for yellow lines with shadows in a sequence of images
(camera sony model DXC-3000. Lens Fujinon-TV.Z). The values are no longer
symmetrically distributed around 60°, but slightly skewed instead. The values lie between
40° and 120°, but there are very few values from 100° to 120°.

From these histograms, we choose to accept values between 40° and 100°.

Due to the problem of the "bad behavior" of the hue for the non saturated color, it is possible on
the road (especially in the case of shadows) to have many scattered pixels that have a yellow hue
but do not belong to the lines. To deal with this problem, we use a process of shrinking and
growing.

To differentiate between the yellow stripes and other yellow objects such as grass, guard rails or
mud, we carefully position and size the image working windows. In the future we wiS also use the
contextual information of the position of the white stripes as compared to the yellow ones.

3.2 Implementation of the yeiow stripe extraction

First we take several windows in the color image along the predicted position of the yellow stripes,
For each pixel from a window we compute the corresponding hue by an efficient algorithm [4].
Then each value between 40° and 100° is set to 255, the others arc set to 0. This process gives us a
binary window with white regions corresponding to the yellow stripes, and some small white
regions due to the lfbad behavior11 of the hue for the gray value. Such small regions are destroyed
by using a process of shrinking and growing. Finally, an extraction of regions (for instance, the
algorithm Blob color in [!]:) gives ES the portion of the line In the window* The scheme below
summarizes the method (Fig, 9):

12



Color image of the road

Yellow stripe

The window is
put into a buffer

Hue computation
and Threshold
(Hue values from 40 to 100
are set to 255, else are set to 0)

Shrinking
and
growing

Region
extraction

Figure 9: Yellow stripe extraction scheme

3.3 Computational time

Experiments were performed with a window size of 50 by 100. For any given sequence of images,
the average computational time (to extract a stripe) is 037 second on sun 3/260, and 0,25 second
on $un4/260.
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4 Results on real roads

Picture of the road without shadows. The results of the 3 windows are displayed. The windows' white
regions correspond to the extracted stripes.

ad -::h -hiic**, T?.? ::-s«!^ c: ±e 3 winiows are displayed. The windows8 white
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IV Conclusions

Our exoeriments using these trackers to drive the vehicle (NAVLAB) in various road, lighting and
weather conditions, give us good confidence about their performance. However, the computational
time to extract the stripes using a single sun4 does not allow us to drive the vehicle correctly at
speeds higher than 15 Rm/h.

T deal with this problem, we will compute the stripe extraction in parallel. The Navlab currently
5Tuns on board. We are building a parallel version of stripe extraction that assigns individual

to each processor, and collects the results on a single master processor/The computation
almost completely parallelized, so we anticipate near-linear speedup. Then we will push
by computing in parallel some specific phases of the stripe extraction. For instance, it is

r S l e to paralleule the hue computation for each pixel (in practice for n pixels if we have n
l e s s o r ? ) ?s well as the thresholding step. In the case of the white stnpe extraction, it is
possible to compute in parallel all column sums (S(c)).
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